Name: ______________________________

Cause and Effect

A cause is why something happened. An effect is what happened as a result of the cause.
In the book Holes, many of the events were caused by a particular action. On the line below match
the cause to the correct event that followed.

Cause
_________

1.

Effect
a.

Elyna Yates didn't keep his

the initials KB on it.

promise to Madame Zeroni.

_________

2.

b.

The Warden destroyed

3.

Stanley's father was working

c.

4.

d.

Stanley was forced to dig

5.

Trout Walker's boat

e.

6.

In the desert, Stanley and
Zero lived off onions.
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Zero was released from Camp
Green Lake.

smashed into Sam's boat.

_________

The boys' were not bit by the
yellow-spotted lizards.

holes at Camp Green Lake.

_________

A curse of bad luck was placed
on the Yelnat's family.

on a cure for foot odor.

_________

Zero found shade in the heat of
the desert.

Zero's files.

_________

Stanley found a gold tube with

f.

Stanley took a pair of stinky
shoes that hit him on the head.
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ANSWER KEY

Cause and Effect

A cause is why something happened. An effect is what happened as a result of the cause.
In the book Holes, many of the events were caused by a particular action. On the line below match
the cause to the correct event that followed.

Cause
c

1.

Effect
a.

Elyna Yates didn't keep his

the initials KB on it.

promise to Madame Zeroni.

e

2.

b.

The Warden destroyed

3.

Stanley's father was working

c.

4.

d.

Stanley was forced to dig

5.

Trout Walker's boat

e.

6.

In the desert, Stanley and
Zero lived off onions.
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Zero was released from Camp
Green Lake.

smashed into Sam's boat.

d

The boys' were not bit by the
yellow-spotted lizards.

holes at Camp Green Lake.

b

A curse of bad luck was placed
on the Yelnat's family.

on a cure for foot odor.

a

Zero found shade in the heat of
the desert.

Zero's files.

f

Stanley found a gold tube with

f.

Stanley took a pair of stinky shoes
that hit him on the head.
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